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We take much about our healthcare
system for granted; it’s always been like
that, and we never think it might be
different. The best way to challenge these
assumptions is to look at how things are
done elsewhere, but it’s surprisingly hard
to find out. I’ve had huge problems finding
material on different healthcare systems
for MSc students. It’s not usually in
academic papers, and the websites of
health systems are designed for those
working within the system, who also take
much for granted. The same is true of the
UK. When I was involved in Russian
healthcare reform, the only way to explain
the UK system was to write my own
account.

This book therefore looks useful. The
author visited GPs in all 25 countries of
the European Union, asking them about
their work and how it is organised. He is a
recently retired GP, not a professional
academic, and his tale of how little
support someone with a interesting idea
received from academic primary care is
disconcerting (although the RCGP comes
out fairly well!). He describes his work as
qualitative research, gives a clear account
of his methodology, and includes his topic
guide for semi-structured interviews as an
appendix. He recognises that, with only
one informant in each country, his findings
may not always be reliable or
generalisable; his sample is neither
purposive nor does he achieve saturation.

Despite these limitations, his tour
throws some interesting light on the
variety of general practice in Europe. The
book has three parts; an introduction,
chapters on each country visited, and
discussions of key themes explored with
information about the nature,
organisation, and scope of their practices.

The chapters on planning the tour were
interesting, and his chatty style was a
refreshing rather than inappropriate
change from traditional methodology
sections (I particularly enjoyed his
comparison of the RCGP Yearbook to the
Beano!). He writes with an amusing wit. I
was, however, disappointed with the
chapters on each country. Instead of a
summary of the interviews, enabling us to
hear each informant’s voice, perhaps set
in the context of a travelogue, we get
rather more travel details than we need,
and bare details of the interviews. This
part is essentially a travel book; bedside
rather than academic reading.

The thematic chapters tell us much
more about general practice across the
continent, but of course he selects
illustrative examples from a few countries
— discussing all 25 each time would be
unutterably tedious. However, summary
tables based on his topic guide would be
useful, so that one could see whether
each country has gatekeeping, how
primary care is funded, and how
certification is handled.

Despite these limitations, most readers
will learn something useful from these
chapters. As the author points out,
understanding practices in other
countries not only gives us a perspective
to critique our own healthcare system and
how it might be improved; it also helps us
understand the expectations of patients
from abroad on the organisation of care,
which can otherwise lead to
misunderstandings. And this book offers a
quicker way to do this than visiting 25
countries!

Peter D Toon
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This is the sequel to the very successful
Salmon Fishing in the Yemen and is an
engaging and quirky tale, told backwards,
of the eponymous hero’s consumption of
several bottles of claret each day and the
consequences of drinking such large
quantities of expensive French wine. In
the opening pages Wilberforce spends
about £6000 on two bottles of Petrus
while dining alone, and by page 55 the
question of Wernicke encephalopathy has
arisen (although don’t forget that parts of
this book are narrated in reverse). The
remainder of the narrative goes on (or
back) to describe the events, some
predictable, some mysterious, which led
up to Wilberforce’s profound interest in
the great wines of Bordeaux.

Rendered socially inept and unworldly
by long years invested in his software
company, Wilberforce first encounters
wine, friendship, and love in a hilltop
country house in Northumberland. His
increasingly reverential (and gargantuan)
enjoyment of the Grands Crus, the magic
of the great chateaux and the
complexities of claret drinking are
conveyed in a strangely matter of fact
style which makes the idea of a bottle of
Chateau Palmer before breakfast seem
perfectly reasonable. It isn’t long before
things start to go wrong in all departments
of his life, and Wilberforce is swept
downhill on a flood of vin rouge.
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Torday writes with great clarity and
economy, while often hitting high
emotional notes. He also has a real ear for
dialogue and conveys the essence of his
characters through speech rather than
description. The county set who hover
around Francis Black’s wonderful wine
collection, and Wilberforce’s business
partner, Andy, are beautifully drawn,
largely through their conversations.
Because the writing is so good and clear,
the distinctions between fantasy,
encephalopathy and psychopathology are
often difficult to catch. The sense of
unreality is heightened by the recurrent,
and slightly over-worked, intrusion of a
bad dream set in Bogota, while
Wilberforce’s unshakable loyalty to
Francis and his clarets, against all odds, is
itself testimony to the power of dreams
and illusions. Some of the most shocking
and inappropriate events are described in
a chillingly clinical way, reminiscent of
Elizabeth Highsmith’s descriptions of Tom
Ripley’s antics.

This book will probably be described as
a good summer read (especially for
holidays in the south of France) but it is
more than that, and I’m looking forward to
hearing more from Paul Torday.

Roger Jones
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epidemics of obesity and autism ‘signal
new failures’ and reveal deep anxieties in
contemporary society. In common with
other critics of the popular notion that there
has been a recent dramatic increase in the
prevalence of these conditions, Alcabes
notes the manipulation of statistics and
blurring of diagnostic categories and
boundaries. He argues that the increased
recognition of both obesity and autism
reflects widespread concerns about
personal and social behaviour, individual
and communal failure, fears about
childhood and parenting, performance at
school and work, and anxieties about the
future health of individuals and society:

‘Overweight adults and children whose
behaviour is unusual suddenly become
exemplars of the threat of modern life,
unprecedented and uniquely
dangerous.’

The result of the current epidemic of
epidemics is a ‘perfectly vicious circle’.
Fears of modernity are expressed in a sense
of heightened vulnerability to epidemics
‘whose imaginary germs lurk in our
character, our modern psyche, or our
technology’. Diagnosis acts as a pointer
towards a growing range of therapeutic
interventions, encouraging the widening
application of the diagnostic label, and, in
turn, boosting the prevalence of the
condition and confirming the concept of an
epidemic. One consequence of this process
is that it ‘leaves us open to manipulation by
people who seek support for their political
agendas or moral campaigns’. ‘By
declaring a problem to be epidemic, the
powerful assert a right to manage it, and in
managing it, they tell us how we should act.’

‘Nature’, notes Alcabes in his epilogue,
‘has always outdone our worst fears’. And
humans have yet to outdo Nature in
destructive power: the Asian Tsunami in
December 2004 killed 100 times as many
people as died in the attack on the World
Trade Centre on 11 September 2001. Real
catastrophes are never as we imagine
them — but when they happen people
deal with them, as they did in Asia and in
the US. In the meantime, we should set
aside pandemic scaremongering and let
people get on with their lives and doctors
with their work.
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Epidemics of epidemics
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As we tremble in anticipation of the
predicted second wave of the great swine
flu pandemic, Philip Alcabes tells us that
can be confident of one thing. Contrary to
the apocalyptic hype, history — in the form
of the 1918 Spanish Flu pandemic that
killed 50 million, perhaps 70 million, people
worldwide — will not repeat itself. Although
it was written before the emergence of
swine flu from Mexico earlier this year,
Alcabes’ thoughtful historical study of
epidemics provides valuable insights into
our current predicament.

‘The great calamities’, writes Alcabes,
‘are always, and have always been,
unforeseeable and unimaginable until the
moment they begin’. He argues
persuasively that it is a waste of time and
energy to prepare for what we can’t foresee
and ‘a lie to pretend that we can see what
we cannot’. While it makes sense to prepare
for probable dangers (snow in winter and
drought in summer) and to plan for present
dangers (such as malaria in Africa and
MRSA in hospitals), ‘there’s nothing to be
gained by trying to prepare for the unlikely
and unforseeable’.

Alcabes depicts today’s health officials
as ‘soothsayers’ and public health policy as
‘a magic show’. Whereas in the past
authorities recommended protective
measures against outbreaks of infectious
diseases, now they identify imaginary
dangers (such as bioterrorism) and
prescribe preventive measures, which do
nothing to make us safer (but legitimate the
authorities, even if the threat fails to
materialise). Politicians and scientists keep
identifying new epidemics (of social
problems such as binge drinking and
internet stalking, as well as of viral
infections). Their incessant exhortations to
be aware and vigilant and to curb risky
behaviours are amplified by the media,
fostering public anxieties. The result is a
climate responsive to the promotion of ‘a
new brand of piety, in which everyone is
supposed to worship at the altar of “healthy
lifestyle choices”’.

For Alcabes, the archetypal postmodern




